Food Technology

JONIX minimate NON THERMAL PLASMA TECHNOLOGY
MOBILE DEVICE FOR INDOOR AIR PURIFICATION AND DECONTAMINATION

MADE IN ITALY

JONIX minimate

JONIX minimate

JONIX minimate

Wheeled version

Wall mounted version

JONIX minimate is a unit of mobile filtration
and sanitization, with a cold plasma technology for
purifying and decontaminating the air.
Ideal for environments for producing, packaging,
preserving where it is necessary to constantly
eliminate microbial contamination of air and
surfaces. It is immediately operational after
installation, requiring no further operations.
The control system adjusts ventilation and
generating cold plasma necessary to completely
purify and filtrate the air.
It is designed for quick and convenient maintenance
as all its components can be accessed from the
front. A grill, installed on top of the unit, can be
adjusted to let the air flow to the desired direction.
Compact, agile and quiet, the JONIX minimate
quickly and effectively meets the requirements of
reducing bacterial and particulate load.
ECOLOGICAL AND COMPATIBLE IN CASE OF
PEOPLE’S PRESENCE
No chemical products and zero environmental
impact. It makes it possible to reduce volumes of
air treated by central plants reducing energy costs
of conditioning.
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EFFICIENCY
The bio acid and neutralization activity of polluting substances occurs in a maximum of 60 minutes since switching on.
The continuous functioning of the device blocks the spreading of bio hazardous agents generated on a continuous basis
during production.
The oxidation of microorganisms occurs for the oxidation process of the membrane cell. Reactive particles carrying
electric charges, among which the most important ones are the oxygen reactive species (for example atomic oxygen and
ozone), which concentrate on the membrane surface causing its destruction.
The device is efficient on: gram + and – bacteria, yeast and mould, virus, bacterial endotoxines, VOC (volatile organic
compound), odours.
JONIX minimate removes chemical and organic odors , reactive particles break chemical bonds of odorous substances
which then decompose.
Effects of JONIX minimate treatment
on airborne micro-organisms (RSU plant)
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APPLICATION SECTORS AND OPERATING CYCLES
This device can be used in food processing, packaging and preservation environments.
The device functioning can be operated on a continuous basis or in cycles based on specific needs.
Contaminated environment decontamination cycle vol. 400 mc 120 minutes.
Contaminated environment decontamination cycle vol. 70 mc 60 minutes.
Contaminated environment decontamination cycle vol. 25 mc 30 minutes.
Sanitization continuous cycle set the air flow 20 times higher to the environment volume.
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Salmonella
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ECOLOGICAL PLANNING
Ecological=no chemical products
JONIX minimate uses no chemical products and produces no residual substances.
It can be used during production.
Its continuous activity, besides purifying the air, generates a correct air ionization that ensures an environmental comfort
for the reduction of stress from work, it encourages proper breathing. In order to protect and promote health in working
environments.

LOGICAL = INTUITIVE
JONIX minimate is simple and intuitive, from the touch screen it is possible to set and control functions, check on
the use of perishable components. With the aim of an integrated management of plants control system and functions
can be remotely managed.
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Hallmark for health and living comfort
in confined spaces
(UNI EN 16000- UNI EN14 412).

Validated product

MADE IN ITALY
Designed and created by expert technicians specialized on air purification in healthcare environment.
The device has been designed to be solid yet easy to handle.

Cold storage cells
Blast chilling cells

Refrigerating counters
Packaging areas
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